
Fitness, relaxation and fun, all in one

Swim Spas and Exercise Pools
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Riptide Pools offer a world beating range of 
exercise pools featuring seven unique shell designs 
and four swim power systems with an indestructible  
galvanised steel frame. Riptide Pools satisfy every 
swimming level and water capacity, offering great 
value for money.

It’s all about the counter-currents 
With a variety of jet configurations, 
Riptide Pools produce a 
powerful counter current 
to swim against that 
will challenge even the 
strongest swimmer. 

Great for exercise and 
fun for the whole family, 
choose from entry level 
pools generating up to 2,250 gallons output per 
minute, dedicated exercise pools that feature 
smooth and powerful Turbo jets, or our Nautilus 
Super Pro model that creates a massive force of 
water of up to 3,500 gallons per minute via the fully 
adjustable, programmable control panel.    

A warm, relaxing pool experience
Thermostatically controlled up to 40ºc, your pool 
is ready for you to take a dip and relax anytime you 
fancy. An insulated shell and cover keep the heat in 
when not in use.

Ready for use, night and day, all year round
Swimming at night is not a problem as all Riptide 
Pools feature underwater lighting. Unlike a 
conventional pool, Riptide pools are economical to 
run and require very little cleaning as they incorporate 
a state of the art filtration and sanitising system. 

The world’s most versatile exercise pools

Pure, clean water 

With high performance pumps, corona 
discharge ozone systems and a skimmer 
filter system, you can always be sure 
of a clean and safe pool experience in a 
Riptide Pool.
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 CHOOSIng THE RIgHT RIPTIdE POOl 

All-in-one swim spas with one volume of water

Swim spas with one volume of water like the Riptide Hydros are popular, mainly 
because you can move from the hot tub end to the counter current end without 
getting out. Riptide one volume swim spas can seat up to five or six people plus a 
swimmer.  With one volume of 
water, the water temperature is 
the same for those relaxing and 
swimming. 

If you wish to have the water 
temperature different for both 
activities consider a Riptide 
Poseidon; a swim spa with two 
volumes of water.

One volume of water: 
The Riptide Hydros

Riptide Pools 
fall into three main 

categories - which one
 is right for you?
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 CHOOSIng THE RIgHT RIPTIdE POOl 
 
A swim spa and hot tub combined with two 
volumes of water

The Riptide Poseidon consists of a hot tub and exercise pool in 
one shell. Two separate volumes of water allows independent 
heating controls in each end. Adjust the exercise pool 
temperature down to 20°C so you can exercise without getting 
too hot. After a swim, move into the hot tub end which can 
be adjusted up to 40°C for hydrotherapy and 
relaxation. The two ends also have independent 
filtration and a three piece insulated cover 
allowing either end to be opened independently.

dedicated exercise pool

Dedicated exercise pools, like the Nautilus 
Super Pro, are designed purely for swimming, 
with no need for seats or hydrotherapy jets. These 
pools are deeper and offer a superb swim experience 
with high power, turbulence free counter current jets.  To 
complement your dedicated exercise pool you could consider 
adding a hot tub which can be colour matched and positioned in 
your garden to suit your requirements.

Two volumes of water: 
The Riptide Poseidon

For Fitness

Riptide exercise pools can form an important part of the day to 
day fitness regime of anyone who wants to stay in good shape. 

Unlike other forms of exercise, swimming against the force 
of the exercise pool’s powerful counter-currents will quickly 
tone up your body in a low impact environment.

For Relaxation

Thermostatically controlled up to 40°C, after a swim, lay back 
and relax in the warm, clear water with family and  friends 
and enjoy the invigorating massage of the hydrotherapy jets. 
Being more compact than standard swimming pools, Riptide 
Pools can be installed where space is at a premium; in a garden 
or courtyard, either in-ground or above ground. 

Riptide Pools - the benefits

For Family Fun
Requiring very little cleaning, Riptide Pools 
incorporate cutting-edge filtration and sanitising 
systems, ensuring a clean and safe pool experience 
for you and your family every time you take a dip. 

With an easy to remove insulated lid and insulation 
all round the shell of our pools, heat is trapped in 
and so running costs are kept surprisingly low. 

dedicated exercise pool: 
The nautilus Super Pro



Quality components, quality made, 
with a 8 year limited warranty

Riptide pools are constructed using the finest hardware and 
materials with a quality Japanese made variable speed drive 
coupled with US made Aristech acrylic shells and Gecko 
electronics. There is up to 100mm of full foam insulation 
for maximum insulation throughout our pools and all 
components fit snugly inside a sturdy galvanised steel 
frame with stainless steel fixings. 

Riptide Pools are designed to last, but for total peace of 
mind all our pools carry a 8 year limited warranty.

no huge electricity bills
With superior 2lb closed cell foam insulation up to 100mm 
in depth completely surrounding the shell, plus a fully 
insulated cover and an airtight heat lock cabinet, Riptide 
pools are extremely economical to run. 

Customer care
At Riptide we pride ourselves on producing world class 
products and delivering a first class after sales service with 
unbeatable customer care. We want you to enjoy your 
pool with the knowledge that you have the support from a 
company that truly cares about your needs.

Our pools are delivered and installed by highly trained teams 
with a full on-board parts facility and we have dedicated 
technicians ensuring a prompt and efficient after-sales service.

Built to last a lifetime 
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All the power you 
need: The nautilus 
Super Pro

Riptide Pool features

Control System 
Fully integrated, programmable 
Gecko control system for 
circulation, water temperature, 
filtration and lighting.

Enjoy your Riptide pool when the sun goes down with 
relaxing underwater, perimeter and bar top LED lighting 
systems which are standard across the entire Riptide range.

Pool lighting

Cover choices
There is a choice of cover 
designs for your Riptide 
pool. Choose the fully 
insulated, heavy-duty 
humpback thermal cover, 
designed with a rise in 
the middle of the cover so 
that rain water falls away, 
greatly reducing water ingress and staining. 

Alternatively, choose the easy to store, 
rollup thermal cover. Both covers are 
available in coffee or grey vinyl.

The covers are securely fastened by 
lockable, childproof, adjustable straps 
along all four sides. 



Riptide Hydros

Bluetooth audio system
(Optional) The Gecko In.stream 
bluetooth audio system with 4 
transducer speakers and sub woofer 
is available on all Riptide Pools.  

Colour changing lEd lighting system 
Colour changing underwater and perimeter LED lighting 
systems are fitted as standard across the Riptide range.

The relocatable swim spa
Install a conventional pool and you’ll sink a lot more 
into your home than just a pool. If you move home 
your investment in the pool stays behind, often with no 
increase in property value. 

Fortunately, Riptide Pools are fully relocatable - when 
you move home your pool goes with you! With its 
sturdy galvanised 
steel frame and 
internally fitted 
components, our 
fully trained staff can 
simply lift up your 
pool and take it to its 
new location.

TV entertainment designed to be enjoyed in 
the comfort of your pool
(Optional) Designed for pool installation, our waterproof 
TV monitor system allows you to enjoy video 
entertainment in the comfort of your own garden, 
whatever the weather. 

Triple Steps 
(Optional) 
For above ground pool 
installation, these heavy 
duty steps are built 
from tough, UV stable 
materials and are colour 
matched to your pool 
cabinet choice.

Four corner light system
(Optional) 
Add exterior colour changing LED 
lighting system to your pool, which 
operates in synchronisation with 
the interior 
pool lighting system.
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Weatherproof cabinet
The weatherproof, UV 
resistant exterior wood-
effect cabinet with stainless 
steel fittings is colour 
matched to the heavy-duty 
vinyl thermal cover.

Pure, clean water 
Riptide Pools incorporate 
a corona discharge ozone 
system for guaranteed pure, 
clean water every time you 
use your pool. 

Pillows 
Pillows are colour-coordinated 
to the shell and skirt 
combination selected, 
providing comfortable seating 
for bathers at the spa end.

Stainless steel rail 
The rail provides additional 
support for aerobic exercise 
in your pool.

Filtration systems
Riptide Pools are fitted with 
easy to maintain, 140ft², top-
loading filter systems with 
and integrated weir which 
captures floating debris 
before it reaches the filters. 
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Swimming fun for kids in a safe environment

The KiddySwim is designed as a purpose-
built, luxury jetted children’s play pool. The six 
adjustable swim jets allow the counter-current 
power to be fine tuned for the swimming 
ability of each child.

Aside from its diminutive size, the KiddySwim 
exercise pool is much like its bigger brothers, 
with the same top quality sanitisation and 
filtration features and Riptide build quality.

With a securely fastened thermal cover, the 
KiddySwim provides a cost-effective way to 
get kids swimming from a young age, in a safe 
environment, helping to build their ability and 
confidence.

KiddySwim Jetted Children’s Play Pool

KiddySwim Specifications
dImEnSIOnS 2.9m x 2.16m x 1m

WATER CAPACITy 2,500 litres

dRy WEIgHT 600kg

JETS 6 adjustable counter current swim jets

POWER SuPPly 16 amp 

POWER OuTPuT  1 x 3hp two speed jet pump 

SHEll OPTIOnS Aristech in sterling white marble

CABInET Maintenance free UV resistant synthetic wood in grey

InSulATIOn 25mm insulation foam applied to back of pool shell with R12 insulation heat lock system

HEAT & FIlTRATIOn 3kW heater, 2 x 35 sq ft filtration cartridge with fine particle membrane, corona 
   discharge ozone system

COVER Fully insulated heavy-duty thermal cover in grey vinyl

COnTROl SySTEm Fully integrated Gecko programmable control system for circulation and filtration

lIgHTIng Underwater LED lighting, multi point perimeter and bar top LED lighting system

OPTIOnAl EXTRAS Cover lifter, colour matched corner steps
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The Riptide Oceana is a fully featured and 
stylish exercise pool, designed to slot into 
spaces where a 6m pool will not, whilst 
providing plenty of swim space. 

Featuring an impressive counter-current provided 
by three wide mouth jets, the Oceana has 
beautifully styled internal steps for easy access 
into the pool and a chrome handrail to make 
counter current adjustment easy.

Quality features include an ozone system and 
relaxing backlit waterfalls in each corner, which 
are perfectly accented by the waterline lighting 
and underwater illumination to aid swimming. 
A great value exercise pool with a more compact 
footprint than our bigger pools, the Oceana is an 
ideal pool to install alongside a  hot tub, or where 
space is limited.

 Oceana Specifications
dImEnSIOnS 4.98m x 2.20m x 1.31m   Water capacity: 6,050 litres   Dry weight: 1,400kg

JETS 3 wide mouth counter-current jets

POWER SuPPly 40 amp

PumPS 2 x 1 speed 4hp pumps, 1 x 1 speed 3hp pump

SHEll OPTIOnS Aristech in sand or sterling white marble

CABInET OPTIOnS Maintenance free UV resistant synthetic wood in grey

COVER OPTIOnS Fully insulated, heavy-duty humpback thermal cover or rollup thermal cover in grey vinyl

InSulATIOn 25mm insulation foam applied to back of pool shell with R12 insulation heat lock system

HEAT & FIlTRATIOn 3kW heater, 2 x 35 sq ft filtration cartridge, corona discharge ozone system

COnTROl SySTEm Fully integrated Gecko programmable control system for circulation and filtration

lIgHTIng Underwater LED lighting, multi point perimeter and bar top LED lighting system

WATER FEATuRE Four backlit integrated corner waterfalls

OPTIOnAl EXTRAS Cover lifter, colour matched steps

The Riptide Oceana 
is a compact but fully 

featured exercise pool

Oceana  Exercise Pool 

x 1
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The Hydros is a compact pool and spa 
combined. This is definitely not an entry 
level pool - it is a fully functioning, 
incredibly well specified swim spa. The only 
difference is its proportions.

Designed with families in mind, the Hydros allows 
the kids to splash about at the jets end whilst 
leaving plenty of space for adults relaxing in the 
spa end.

Adjustable directional jets

Comfortably accommodating six people,  special 
features of the Hydros 
include four powerful pumps 
that can either be directed 
to the Swim swim jets or 
diverted to the hot tub end 
or adjusted half and half.

The Hydros is a great place for swimming and 
relaxing. The Hydros is the perfect pool for 
youngsters learning to swim whilst still providing 
a quality hot tub experience. Also great for 
weightless exercising by walking against the 
adjustable counter currents. 

Hydros specifications
dImEnSIOnS 3.85m x 2.20m x 1.17m, water capacity: 4,800 litres, dry weight: 1,250kg 

 JETS 4 Swim swim jets plus 52 high power spa jets plus with stainless steel escutcheons

PumPS 2 x 2.5hp pumps, 2 x 2hp pumps

POWER SuPPly 32 amp

POWER OuTPuT 4 counter current jets, generating up to 1,650 gallons output per minute

SHEll OPTIOnS Aristech in ocean wave, silver white marble, sand

CABInET OPTIOnS Maintenance free UV resistant synthetic wood in coffee or grey

HEAT & FIlTRATIOn 3kw heater, 2 x 35 sq ft filtration cartridge, corona discharge ozone system

COVER OPTIOnS Fully insulated, heavy-duty humpback thermal cover or rollup thermal cover in  
  choice of coffee or grey vinyl

COnTROl SySTEm Fully integrated Gecko programmable control system for circulation and filtration

lIgHTIng Underwater LED lighting, multi point perimeter and bar top LED lighting system

OPTIOnAl EXTRAS Cover lifter, in.Stream bluetooth transducer music system, in.Touch remote  
  communication system, colour matched steps

The Riptide Hydros is 
a compact pool and 

spa combined in one 
affordable unit.

Riptide Hydros

x 6

Hydros  All-in-one Swim Spa



Neptune specifications
dImEnSIOnS 4.2m x 2.25m x 1.29m, water capacity: 5,000 litres, dry weight: 1,300kg

JETS 4 Swim swim jets plus 44 high power spa jets with stainless steel escutcheons

PumPS 4 x 3hp 1 speed pumps

POWER SuPPly 45 amp

POWER OuTPuT 4 counter current jets, producing up to 2,200 gallons output per minute

SHEll OPTIOnS Aristech in ocean wave, silver white marble, sand 

CABInET OPTIOnS Maintenance free UV resistant synthetic wood in coffee or grey

HEAT & FIlTRATIOn 3kw heater, 2 x 35 sq ft filtration cartridge, corona discharge ozone system

COVER OPTIOnS Fully insulated, heavy-duty humpback thermal cover or rollup thermal cover in grey vinyl

COnTROl SySTEm Fully integrated Gecko programmable control system for circulation and filtration

lIgHTIng Underwater LED lighting, multi point perimeter and bar top LED lighting system

OPTIOnAl EXTRAS Cover lifter, in.Stream bluetooth transducer music system, in.Touch remote   
  communication system, colour matched steps
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Bigger sister to the Hydros, the neptune 
is ideal for growing families and adults. A 
powerful home pool with plenty of space to 
either relax in the hot tub end or get your head 
down and swim against the counter currents. 

The Neptune’s 4.2m length means you can adjust 
the swim jets’ power and settle into a steady swim 
pace whilst at the same time your swim partner can 
relax at the spa end. The Neptune is an ideal pool 
and spa for taller and more efficient swimmers. 

The Neptune features a four pump, four jet counter-
current system, each controllable for water speed, 
air flow and direction. 

All four Swim jets are 
individually powered to give 
maximum swim resistance 
while the lower jets give the 
swimmer buoyancy.

neptune  All-in-one Swim Spa

The neptune is ideal for adults and growing families

x 6
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Titan specifications
dImEnSIOnS 5.24m x 2.25m x 1.29m, water capacity: 6,050 litres, dry weight: 1,400kg

JETS 4 Turbo counter current jets, producing up to 2200 gallons output per minute, 
   46 high power jets with stainless steel escutcheons

POWER SuPPly 45 amp

TITAn PumPS 4 x one speed 3.5hp jet pumps, dedicated 1hp circulation pump

TITAn PRO Includes 10 speed variable speed drive 

SHEll OPTIOnS Aristech in ocean wave, silver white marble, sand 

CABInET OPTIOnS Maintenance free UV resistant synthetic wood in coffee or grey

HEAT & FIlTRATIOn 3kw heater, 2 x 35 sq ft filtration cartridge, corona discharge ozone system

COVER OPTIOnS Fully insulated, heavy-duty humpback thermal cover or rollup thermal cover in grey vinyl

COnTROl SySTEm Fully integrated Gecko programmable control system for circulation and filtration

lIgHTIng Underwater LED lighting, multi point perimeter and bar top LED lighting system

OPTIOnAl EXTRAS Cover lifter, in.Stream bluetooth transducer music system, in.Touch remote   
   communication system, colour matched steps

Titan / Titan Pro  All-in-one Swim Spa

The Titan has an enormous amount of swimming space 
coupled with a great spa end to soothe away aches and 
stresses. This pool is more than just a spa - it is also a serious 
exercise machine, with four Turbo swim jets giving you more 
powerful current than other exercise pools.

Whatever your speed or stroke you 
won’t hit the sides or kick the seats.   
As a reward after your swimming 
workout, sit back and relax in the 
spa end which features an array 
of highly effective massage jets. 
When it comes to value, this is a lot 
of pool for your money.

Titan Pro
The Titan PRO has the same large swimming space and spa 
end as the standard Titan but with the addition of a variable 
speed drive. The 10 speed control allows the swimmer to 
select the best water speed for their fitness and stroke.

x 5



Poseidon specifications
dImEnSIOnS 5.8m x 2.25m x 1.29m

   Water Capacity - spa end: 1,491 litres, pool end: 4,981 litres, dry weight: 1,800kg

JETS 4 Turbo counter current jets, producing up to 2200 gallons output per minute
   70 high power jets with stainless steel escutcheons

POWER SuPPly 21 amp spa end, 45 amp pool end

POSEIdOn PumPS 4 x variable speed 3.5hp jet pumps, 2 x 3hp one speed jet pumps, 
   2 x dedicated 1hp circulation pump

POSEIdOn PRO Includes 10 speed variable speed drive

SHEll OPTIOnS Aristech in ocean wave, silver white marble, sand 

CABInET OPTIOnS Maintenance free UV resistant synthetic wood in coffee or grey

HEAT & FIlTRATIOn 2 x 3kw heater, 4 x 35 sq ft filtration, top loading cartridge, 2 x corona discharge Ozone system

COVER OPTIOnS Fully insulated, heavy-duty humpback thermal cover or rollup thermal cover in grey vinyl

COnTROl SySTEm Fully integrated Gecko programmable control system for circulation and filtration 

lIgHTIng Underwater LED lighting, multi point perimeter and bar top LED lighting system

OPTIOnAl EXTRAS Cover lifter, in.Stream bluetooth transducer music system, in.Touch remote   
   communication system, colour matched steps
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Poseidon / Poseidon Pro  Two Volume Pool

The ultimate swim and spa package, the Poseidon 
gives you the best of both worlds, to form one of 
the finest exercise pools available today. 

Two volumes of water ensure that the spa end can 
be adjusted to hot and the swim end kept at a lower 
temperature more suitable for swimming against 
the powerful counter currents.

The spa end is the perfect space for up to five adults 
including a full length lounger seat with powerful 
hydrotherapy jets and LED lighting system. The 
swim end has four powerful Turbo jets and three 
jetted rest seats for when you are working out with 
friends and family.

The Poseidon is designed to a very high specification 
and crammed full of features to create a stunning 
swimming pool. Cutting-edge pump and heating 
technology ensures that the Poseidon is 
also extremely economical to run.

The Poseidon PRO has the same fully-featured, 
luxury hot tub and exercise pool all combined in 
two volumes of water but with the addition of a 
variable speed drive. The 10 speed control allows 
the swimmer to select the best water speed for 
their fitness and stroke.

The spa experience 
in the Poseidon is 
comparable to that 
of a luxury hot tub

12
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The Riptide Atlantis is a 
compact yet fully featured, 
dedicated swimming 
machine.

Atlantis 4.6 / Atlantis 4.6 Pro  Dedicated Exercise Pool

The Atlantis 4.6 is a compact but powerful 
dedicated exercise pool with a superior width 
of 2.35m. This is a pool designed for serious 
exercise, with all of the benefits you’d expect 
from a high-end swimming machine. 

The Atlantis has no hydrotherapy jets or other hot 
tub features; with its four Turbo counter current jets 
and superior depth, this is an exercise pool totally 
focused on fitness and training regimes. 

Atlantis 4.6 Specifications
dImEnSIOnS 4.6m x 2.35m x 1.52m  Water capacity: 6,450 litres  Dry weight: 1,400kg

JETS 4 Turbo counter current jets, up to 2200 gallons output per minute

POWER SuPPly 45 amp

ATlAnTIS PumPS 4.6 4 x one speed 3.5hp jet pumps,  dedicated 1hp circulation pump

ATlAnTIS 4.6 PRO Includes 10 speed variable speed drive  

SHEll OPTIOnS Aristech in ocean wave, silver white marble 

CABInET OPTIOnS Maintenance free UV resistant synthetic wood in coffee or grey

HEAT & FIlTRATIOn 3kw heater, 4 x 35 sq ft filtration cartridge, and corona discharge Ozone system

COVER OPTIOnS Fully insulated, heavy-duty humpback thermal cover or rollup    
   thermal cover in choice of coffee or grey vinyl

COnTROl SySTEm Fully integrated Gecko programmable control system for circulation and filtration

lIgHTIng Underwater LED lighting, multi point perimeter and bar top LED lighting system

OPTIOnAl EXTRAS  Cover lifter, in.Stream bluetooth transducer music system, in.Touch remote   
  communication system, colour  matched steps, stainless steel support bars

The Atlantis 4.6 Pro is the 
ultimate swimming machine. 
With the addition of a variable 
speed drive with 10 speed 
control, the swimmer can select 
the best water speed to suit 
their fitness and stroke.

EXTRA WIDE 
2.35m
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Atlantis 5.8 / Atlantis 5.8 Pro  Dedicated Exercise Pool

With all the great features of the smaller 
4.6, the Atlantis 5.8 has the extra 
benefit of a huge swim area for exercise. 

The Atlantis 5.8 is the ultimate pool for 
exercise or for just relaxing after your 
workout. With its elegant steps across one 
end, entry into the Atlantis is easy. 

With its four Turbo counter current jets 
producing up to 2200 gallons water output 
per minute, powerful pumps, crystal clear 
warm water and a deep, extra wide shell, 
swim to fitness in total luxury. 

Atlantis 5.8 Specifications
dImEnSIOnS 5.85m x 2.35m x 1.52m  
 Water capacity: 6,450 litres  Dry weight: 1,500kg

JETS 4 Turbo counter current jets, producing up to 
  2200 gallons output per minute

POWER SuPPly 45 amp

ATlAnTIS 5.8 PumPS 4 x one speed 3.5hp jet pumps, dedicated 1hp circulation pump

ATlAnTIS 5.8 PRO Includes 10 speed variable speed drive

SHEll OPTIOnS Aristech in ocean wave, silver white marble 

CABInET OPTIOnS Maintenance free UV resistant synthetic wood in coffee or grey

HEAT & FIlTRATIOn 3kw heater, 4 x 35 sq ft filtration cartridge and corona discharge ozone system

COVER OPTIOnS Fully insulated, heavy-duty humpback thermal cover or rollup thermal cover in grey vinyl

COnTROl SySTEm Fully integrated Gecko programmable control system for circulation and filtration

lIgHTIng Underwater LED lighting, multi point perimeter and bar top LED lighting system

OPTIOnAl EXTRAS  Cover lifter, in.Stream bluetooth transducer music system, in.Touch remote   
communication system, colour  matched steps, stainless steel support bars

EXTRA WIDE 
2.35m

upgrade to the Atlantis 5.8 Pro 
and get total control over the 
power and speed of the counter 
current. Featuring a variable 
speed drive, the 10 speed control 
allows the swimmer to select 
their favoured water speed; slow 
for a leisurely dip, fast for a full 
on sprint.
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Available with a length of 4.6m or 5.8m, the Atlantis Freestyle 
features the high specification heating and filtration systems 
of our other models with just one wide mouth jet; exercise is 
achieved by swimming against the elastic pull of the swim rod. 

Used by many professional swimmers, the swim rod looks 
similar to a fishing pole, which is anchored at 90° to the back of 
the pool and connected by a strong line to a velcro belt that the 
swimmer attaches to their waist.  

The result is an awesome swim experience where you can swim 
as hard or slow as you like in any style, and the swim rod will keep 
you gently positioned in the centre of the pool.

The Atlantis Freestyle is the entry level to 
the Riptide exercise pools range. To exercise, 
swim against the elastic power of the swim 
rod system. 

Atlantis 4.6 / 5.8 Freestyle Specifications
FREESTylE 4.6 4.6m x 2.35m x 1.52m  Water capacity: 6,450 litres  Dry weight: 1,350kg

FREESTylE 5.8 5.85m x 2.35m x 1.52m  Water capacity:  6,450 litres  Dry weight: 1,450kg

SWIm SySTEm Swim rod system with single wide-mouth jet

PumPS 2hp jet pump, 1 hp circulation pump

POWER SuPPly 16 amp

SHEll OPTIOnS Aristech in ocean wave, silver white marble 

CABInET OPTIOnS UV resistant synthetic wood in coffee or grey

COVER OPTIOnS Fully insulated, heavy-duty humpback thermal cover or rollup thermal 
  cover in choice of coffee or grey vinyl

COnTROl SySTEm Integrated Gecko programmable control system for circulation & filtration

lIgHTIng Underwater, multi point perimeter and bar top LED lighting system

OPTIOnAl EXTRAS Cover lifter, in.Stream bluetooth transducer music system, colour  
 matched steps,four corner light system, stainless steel support bars

Atlantis 4.6 / 5.8 Freestyle  Dedicated Exercise Pool

EXTRA WIDE 
2.35m
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The spa experience 
in the manta is 

comparable to that 
of a luxury hot tub

manta / manta Pro  All-in-one Swim Spa

The Riptide manta is a fully-featured, luxury 
hot tub and exercise pool all combined in one 
volume of water.

The Manta exercise pool comes equipped with four 
Turbo jets which create up to 2,200 gallons a minute 
of clear, turbulence-free counter current with no 
rough swimming and no air bubbles. The contrasting 
swim line provides a point of reference which helps to 
maintain a central position in the swim stream.

The hot tub end of the Riptide Manta features a 
full length lounger along with three other seating 
positions. The 32 high powered hydromassage jets 
can be adjusted independently and are elegantly 
finished with stainless  steel escutcheons. 

Manta Specifications
dImEnSIOnS 5.94m x 2.29m x 1.54m, water capacity: 9,560 litres, dry weight: 1,750kg

JETS 4 Turbo counter current jets, producing up to 2200 gallons output    
   per minute, 32 high power jets with stainless steel escutcheons

mAnTA PumPS 4.6 4 x one speed 3.5hp jet pumps, dedicated 1hp circulation pump

mAnTA PRO Includes 10 speed variable speed drive  

POWER SuPPly 45 amps

SHEll OPTIOnS Aristech in ocean wave, silver white marble or sand

CABInET OPTIOnS Maintenance free UV resistant synthetic wood in coffee or coastal grey

HEAT & FIlTRATIOn 3kW heater, 4 x 35 sq ft filtration with top loading cartridges, corona  
   ozone discharge system

COVER OPTIOnS Fully insulated, heavy-duty humpback thermal cover or rollup thermal cover in choice
   of coffee or grey vinyl

COnTROl SySTEm Fully integrated Gecko programmable control system for circulation and filtration

lIgHTIng Underwater LED lighting, multi point perimeter and bar top LED lighting system

OPTIOnAl EXTRAS Colour matched steps, in.Stream bluetooth transducer music system, in.Touch   
   remote communication system, stainless steel support bars

x 5

manta Pro
With the addition of a variable speed drive 
with 10 speed control, the manta Pro lets the 
swimmer select the best water speed to suit 
their fitness and stroke.



Riptide manta Super Pro  All-in-one Swim Spa

The manta Super Pro is the most powerful all-in-one 
swim spa in the Riptide range, suitable for all levels 
of swimmer from beginners to top athletes.

Featuring the award winning Super Pro swim system with 
a British-designed Proflow 10hp pump coupled to a 1-44Hz 
variable speed drive, the Manta Super Pro offers an unparalleled swim experience with 
power output of around 3,500 gallons a minute of super low-turbulence water flow. 
The swimmer can increase or decrease the counter current power depending on their 
swimming ability. There is no turbulence or air bubbles in the water to cloud your vision.

As well as the high performance swim end,there are two 3hp jet pumps which power 
the jets at the hot tub end, with 32 powerful hydromassage jets with a full lounger and  
three other seating positions. All of these adjustable jets 
have beautiful stainless steel escutcheons, 
providing a spa experience to rival any 
dedicated hot tub. 
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Manta Super Pro Specifications
dImEnSIOnS 5.94m x 2.29m x 1.54m     
 Water capacity: 9,560 litres  
 Dry weight: 1,850kg

JETS Swim end 250mm propeller system   
 creating up to 3,500 gallons  
 per min power output equal  
 to a water speed of 5mph  

JETS Spa end 32 high power jets with 
 stainless steel escutcheons

PumPS 7.5hp Proflow pump
 2 x 3hp pumps

VARIABlE  Includes 10 speed variable
SPEEd dRIVE speed drive

POWER SuPPly 52 amps

SHEll OPTIOnS Aristech in ocean wave, silver white marble

CABInET OPTIOnS Maintenance free UV resistant synthetic wood in coffee or grey

HEAT & FIlTRATIOn 3kW heater, 4 x 35 sq ft filtration with top loading cartridges, corona discharge 
 ozone system

COVER OPTIOnS Fully insulated, heavy-duty humpback thermal cover or rollup thermal cover in choice
 of coffee or grey vinyl

COnTROl SySTEm Fully integrated Gecko programmable control system for circulation and filtration

lIgHTIng Underwater LED lighting, multi point perimeter and bar top LED lighting system

OPTIOnAl EXTRAS Colour matched steps, in.Stream bluetooth transducer music system, in.Touch   
 remote communication system, stainless steel support bars

The hot tub end features 32 high powered 
hydromassage jets with a full length lounger 
and  three other seating positions. x 5
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nautilus / nautilus Pro Dedicated Exercise Pool

Experience a perfect combination of power 
and beauty in the nautilus and nautilus Pro. If 
you are a competitive swimmer, the nautilus 
provides the ultimate swimming work-out. 

The Nautilus offers a huge pool area with a 
smooth, turbulence-free swimming experience. 
The power is provided by four Turbo counter 
current jets generating force of up to 2,200 gallons 
of turbulence free water per minute power output. 

With an ultra efficient 
heating, filtration and 
corona discharge ozone 
system, the water is 
always warm and crystal 
clear and ready for a 
swim anytime.

Nautilus Specifications
dImEnSIOnS 5.9m x 2.25m x 1.59m
   Water capacity: 9,560 litres, dry weight: 1,550kg

JETS 4 Turbo counter current jets producing up to 
   2200 gallons output per minute

POWER SuPPly 45 amp

nAuTIluS PumPS 4 x one speed 3.5hp jet pumps, dedicated 1hp circulation pump

nAuTIluS PRO   Includes 10 speed variable speed drive 

SHEll OPTIOnS Aristech in ocean wave, silver white marble 

CABInET OPTIOnS Maintenance free UV resistant synthetic wood in coffee or grey

HEAT & FIlTRATIOn 3kw heater, 4 x 35 sq ft filtration with top loading cartridges, 
   corona discharge ozone system

COVER OPTIOnS Fully insulated, heavy-duty humpback thermal cover or rollup thermal 
   cover in grey vinyl cover in choice of coffee or grey vinyl

COnTROl SySTEm Integrated Gecko programmable control system for circulation & filtration

lIgHTIng Underwater, multi point perimeter and bar top LED lighting system

SPECIAl FEATuRES Anti-slip pool floor, steps allow entry from three sides

OPTIOnAl EXTRAS Cover lifter, in.Stream bluetooth transducer music system, in.Touch remote   
  communication system, colour matched steps, stainless steel support bars

The nautilus is the 
largest Riptide dedicated 
exercise pool with loads of 
space and jet power

In the The nautilus Pro, the 
addition of a variable speed 
drive with a 10 speed control 
allows the swimmer to select 
the best water speed for their 
fitness and stroke.
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nautilus Super Pro Dedicated Exercise Pool

The nautilus Super Pro is the ultimate 
swimming machine with an incredibly 
powerful variable speed counter 
current which provides an outstanding 
experience for strong swimmers.

With 10 swimming speeds controlled via the visual display, at its fastest level the 
counter current is pushing out a force of 3,500 gallons of water a minute, equal to 
5mph. At its lowest power setting a small child could comfortably doggy paddle.

Nautilus Super Pro Specifications 
dImEnSIOnS 5.9m x 2.25m x 1.59m  Water capacity: 9,560 litres  Dry weight: 1,800kg

PumPS 7.5hp Proflow pump

VARIABlE SPEEd dRIVE  Includes 10 speed variable speed drive

POWER OuTPuT 250mm propeller system creating up to 3,500 gallons per min power output. equal  
  to a water speed of 5mph

POWER SuPPly 32 amp

SHEll OPTIOnS Aristech in ocean wave, silver white marble 

CABInET OPTIOnS Maintenance free UV resistant synthetic wood in coffee or grey

HEAT & FIlTRATIOn 3kw heater, 4 x 35 sq ft filtration with top loading cartridges, corona discharge   
  0zone system

COVER OPTIOnS Fully insulated, heavy-duty humpback thermal cover or rollup thermal cover in grey vinyl

COnTROl SySTEm Fully integrated Gecko programmable control system for circulation and filtration

lIgHTIng Underwater LED lighting, multi point perimeter and bar top LED lighting system 

SPECIAl FEATuRES Anti-slip pool floor, steps allow entry from three sides

OPTIOnAl EXTRAS Cover lifter, in.Stream bluetooth transducer music system, in.Touch remote
  communication system, colour matched steps, stainless  steel support bars

4 years 
running

With a 32 amp power supply, the powerful 
Super Pro uses surprisingly little energy
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nautilus Freestyle  Dedicated Exercise Pool

The nautilus Freestyle features the 
high specification heating and filtration 
systems as the other swim spas in the 
nautilus series with just one wide mouth 
jet to create a gentle current. Swim 
against the elastic pull of the swim rod 
system for exercise. 

Used by many professional swimmers, the 
swim rod system looks similar to a fishing 
pole, which is anchored at 90° to the back of 
the pool and connected by a strong line to 
a velcro belt that the swimmer attaches to 
their waist.  

The Atlantis Freestyle is the entry level 
to the Riptide exercise pools range. To 
exercise, swim against the elastic power 
of the Super Swim Pro swim rod. 

Nautilus Freestyle Specifications
dImEnSIOnS:  5.9m x 2.25m x 1.59m   Water capacity: 9,560 litres Dry weight: 1,450kg

SWIm SySTEm Swim rod system with single  wide-mouth jet

PumPS 2hp pump, 1 hp circulation pump

POWER SuPPly 16 amp

SHEll OPTIOnS Aristech in ocean wave, silver white marble 

CABInET OPTIOnS UV resistant synthetic wood in coffee or grey

COVER OPTIOnS Fully insulated, heavy-duty humpback thermal cover or rollup thermal cover in grey vinyl

  coffee or grey vinyl

COnTROl SySTEm Integrated Gecko programmable control system for circulation & filtration

lIgHTIng Underwater, multi point perimeter and bar top LED lighting system

OPTIOnAl EXTRAS Cover lifter, in.Stream bluetooth transducer music system, colour matched steps,   
 stainless steel support bars

You can swim as hard or as gently as 
you like in any style, and the swim rod 
will keep you gently positioned in the 
centre of the pool.



When choosing a Riptide Pool you have a 
choice of colour ways. for the shell choose 
either midnight, silver white marble, ocean 
wave or sand*.  for the cabinet choose from 
slate grey or coffee. cover colours are grey, 
and coffee.

Riptide pools can be installed either 
above ground or in-ground. Here is the 
process for an in-ground installation.

Shell colour choices

Cabinet colour choices

Cover colour choices

Silver White        Ocean Wave             Sand*    
Marble

Coastal Grey           Coffee

Coastal Grey           Coffee  

Actual colours may differ slightly from colours shown. 
* Sand shell not available on Atlantis and Nautilus models. 
KiddySwim available in silver white marble only.

1  First, the site must be cleared ready for 
the job to start.

2  The pit is dug out and then the base 
laid to concrete.

3  Concrete blocks are then used to 
provide strength and reinforce the pit.

4  The crane is called into action to hoist the 
pool carefully over the hedge and property.

5  Engineers work with the crane team to 
carefully lower the pool into position.

6  Joists for the decking are put into position 
ready for the timber to be laid on top.

7  Decking almost complete, changing rooms 
are ready for exterior cladding and glazing.

8  Rolling cover working great and the 
changing area glazed and looking fantastic.

Finished!  The last of the timber 
cladding is fitted around the concrete 
blocks and the installation is complete.

Colour ways         Installing a Riptide Pool in-ground
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Jet Configurations Accessories

Choosing the right counter current jets
There are four jet systems available on Riptide Pools, depending on model and pool size.

Swim Jets ➤
In a configuration of four, Swim counter current 
jets are available on the Neptune and Hydros 
all-in-one Swim Spa models. Featuring quality 
stainless steel escutcheons, Swim jets produce a 
water current of up to 2,200 gallons output per 
minute. Get all the swimming power you need 
for a proper workout, available on Neptune and 
Hydros all-in-one Swim Spa models.

Turbo Jets ➤
Turbo counter current jets produce a 
smooth, bubble free water current up 
to 2,200 gallons output per minute. 
Available in a configuration of four jets 
on our Titan, Poseidon, Atlantis, Manta 
and Nautilus models. 

Turbo jets are also feature on the 
Riptide Pro models, with the addition 
of a 10 speed variable speed drive.

Proflow Jet ➤
The Riptide Nautilus 
and Manta Super Pro 
models feature the 
powerful Proflow 
250mm propeller jet 
system. Powered by 
a 7.5hp pump, the 
Proflow jet creates a turbulence free water current of 
up to 3,500 gallons per minute power output, equal 
to a water speed of 5mph. Fitted with a 10 speed 
variable speed drive the Proflow is designed to satisfy 
competitive swimmers and professional athletes.

Wide mouth Jets 
The three wide mouth swim jets featured 
on the Oceana exercise pool offer an 
impressive counter-current force to swim 
against for an exhilarating workout.

Pool Exercise Bike 

Cycle against the resistance of the pool water to 
build strength in core muscles, legs and glutes 
whilst improving stamina and burning calories. 
Manufactured from non-corrosive nylon and 
fibreglass, giving years of hassle-free operation.

Treadmill
Suitable for Poseidon, Atlantis, Nautilus and 
Manta models, walk or jog against the resistance 
of the water in your exercise pool with the  
underwater treadmill. 

Underwater exercise is recommended by medical 
professionals for a variety of health benefits. The 
natural buoyancy of water allows you to power 
walk or jog with minimal stress on your joints. The 
treadmill is a perfect leg strengthening workout 
that also provides an excellent cardio workout to 
stay in shape and burn fat. 

Row Exercise Kit
Transform your exercise pool into a hydro 
resistant arm and leg workout machine with the 
Row Exercise Kit.

Suitable for Poseidon, Atlantis and Nautilus 
models, the Row Exercise Kit allows you to train 
for a boat crew or simply to build endurance and 
full body strength in your Swim Spa. With a few 
simple attachment points you will be able to row 
in your pool and achieve the best low-impact 
resistance workout of your life. 

➤
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Warranty subject to full terms and conditions

5 Year No Leak Warranty 
Riptide warrants your swim spa not to leak for a 
period of five years from its delivery date. This 
warranty specifically covers leaks from the wall 
fittings, jet fittings, internal plumbing, internal 
glue joints, freeze drains and all bonded parts 
including the filter chamber and light fittings.

5 year uV Resistant Synthetic 
Wood Cabinet Warranty 

Riptide warrants the UV resistant synthetic wood 
cabinet material not to peel, crack, wrinkle, blister 
or delaminate and to be free from defects in 
workmanship for a period of five years from the 
swim spa’s delivery date. This warranty specifically 
covers the cabinet’s structural integrity, including 
all glue & integral bonded joints. 

5 year Component Warranty 
Riptide warrants the electrical components, 
pumps, ozone generators, and other Riptide 
Swim Spa components against malfunction or 
defects in workmanship for a period of five 
years from its delivery date. Filter cartridges, 
swim spa pillows and cover locks are not 
included in this warranty, but are warranted 
to be free from defects in materials or 
workmanship at the time of delivery to the 
original consumer purchaser. 

8 year Structural and 
5 year Surface Warranty 

Riptide warrants the galvanised steel sub 
frame not to crack or fracture for a period of 
eight years from delivery date. Additionally, 
the Aristech surface material of the Riptide 
Swim Spa is warranted not to peel, crack, 
wrinkle, blister, yellow, efface or delaminate 
for a period of five years from the swim 
spa’s delivery date. The Aristech surfaces are 
non-permeable and will not absorb odours, 
bacteria or pollutants. 

1 year Trim (Tile) and 
Cover Warranty 

Riptide warrants the cosmetic trim and swim 
spa cover to be free from defects in materials 
and workmanship for a period of one year 
from the swim spa’s delivery date. 

2 year lEd light Warranty
Riptide warrants the LED lighting chains and 
bulbs to be free from defects of materials 
and workmanship for two years. 

5 Year Gecko Hi Flow 
Heater Warranty 

Riptide warrants the Gecko Hi Flow heater 
against fault in manufacture or faulty 
workmanship. 

L I M I T E D 
W A R R A N T Y

No-Nonsense Warranty Riptide will make no call-out or 
labour charges or ask for part payment of parts for the entire 
warranty period, provided that your swim spa has had an annual 
service within the last 12 months to validate the warranty.

Accessories



World class product, first class service

Riptide prides itself on producing world class 
products, delivering a first class after sales 
service and unbeatable customer care. We want 
you to enjoy your pool with the knowledge that 
you have the support from a company that truly 
cares about its customers.

Built to last a lifetime

Every Riptide pool features a superior Aristech 
acrylic shell with closed cell 2Ib foam for 
insulation. All components fit snugly inside a 
galvanised frame with stainless steel cabinet 
fixings. Our pools have some of the highest 
specifications of any swim spas in the world!

Choice

With a choice of 18 great models we have the fitness 
pool to suit you and your lifestyle. As part of our 
service, our Dealerships provide test-soak facilities 
at their showrooms, so you can try our swim spas 
before you buy.

Customer care

Riptide Pools are delivered and installed by highly 
trained teams with a full range of on-board parts 
available, and specialist ‘HIAB’ lifting equipment if 
required. Dedicated technicians ensure superb after-
sales service.

www.riptidepools.co.uk
© 2018 Riptide Pools limited. Factory 
specifications subject to change: please 
check with sales person when ordering.


